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HOTELS SUGGESTIONS

01. HÔTEL DE PARIS MONTE-CARLO
Carlo.
The Riviera spirit of the Monte-Carlo Beach Rest and recreation at the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort: four hotels,
four philosophies, and as many unforgettable ways to experience Monaco.
The Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo… Undergoing a complete transformation, it is raising its standards to those of the
finest luxury hotels. It offers an unrivalled experience, combining the magic of a legendary hotel with leading-edge
luxury services and an exceptional array of activities in its establishments including the restaurant Louis XV - Alain
Ducasse à l’ Hôtel de Paris, Opéra Garnier, Casino de Monte-Carlo, and Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo.
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The legendary Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo. Discover the understated, luxurious charm of the Hôtel Hermitage Monte-
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02. HÔTEL HERMITAGE

The Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo… At this haven for cocooning and wellness, you can experience
Monaco at your own rhythm and take away unforgettable memories. Located at the heart of Monaco,
the hotel exudes elegance and understated charm. With the Michelin-starred restaurant the Vistamar
and the amazing spa Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo, this is the ideal hotel for a stay in Monaco.
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03. MONTE-CARLO BAY HOTEL & RESORT
The Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort... If you’re looking for relaxation, good cheer and a great time, look no
further: this is the resort for you! It offers something for everyone: a sandy-bottom lagoon, a lush garden, a
spa Cinq Mondes dedicated to wellness, a festive casino and the Michelin-starred restaurant Blue Bay.
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04. MONTE-CARLO BEACH
Monte-Carlo Beach…Connect with nature and enjoy special moments in this villa overhanging the sea, nestled
between a pine wood and the Mediterranean. Decorated in warm hues and inspired by the Riviera of the
roaring twenties, this hotel has been redesigned by architect India Mahdavi. With its private beach, Olympicsized pool and Elsa, a 100% organic Michelin-starred restaurant, it’s the perfect place to recharge your
batteries.
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04. FAIRMONT MONTE CARLO
The Fairmont Monte Carlo hotel is a unique four-star luxury convention resort located in the heart of the
Principality of Monaco in between the Mediterranean Sea and the legendary Monte-Carlo Casino.
Experience the premier Monte Carlo resort – the Fairmont Monte Carlo. With stunning views of the
Mediterranean Sea and gracious service, no detail is overlooked. Featuring 596 guestrooms and suites, each
of our accommodations in Monte Carlo provide the lavish touches that will make your vacation or business
trip relaxing and memorable.
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